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Aquila Heywood shares best practice alongside Prime Minister
Theresa May in The Parliamentary Review
An independent platform for industry leaders to share their expertise and best practices
while critiquing policy, The Parliamentary Review brings policymakers and businesses
together to set the scene for future legislation. Combining exclusive forewords by the Prime
Minister and Government ministers results in a unique view of how Government policy fares
alongside the experiences of organisations expressing their views within.
Aquila Heywood has been developing technology solutions for pensions for decades and
notes that, recently, perceptions about pension schemes in the UK have been changing,
mostly due to auto-enrolment and education. The Company notes in The Review that both
the business and the sector as a whole have much on their hands between new regulatory
requirements and always trying to deliver value for money.
Success for businesses of any size does not always come easily, and this year's edition of The
Parliamentary Review is indispensable for anyone who seeks to make a name for themselves
in industry. It highlights significant developments and concerns for business leaders up and
down the country.
Daniel Yossman, the executive director of The Review, has already commented that the
upcoming Review should certainly be one of the most interesting and insightful ever. "It is
always a privilege to work with such extraordinary organisations and for them to be able to
share their individual success stories will always ensure that The Parliamentary Review
remains essential reading."
Writing in The Review, the Prime Minister says that "British politics provides ample material
for analysis in the pages of The Parliamentary Review."
Aquila Heywood's article can be viewed here:
http://www.theparliamentaryreview.co.uk/organisations/aquila-heywood
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